Etnyre®
Maintenance Distributor

maximum efficiency year after year
The hydraulic system is powered by an 18 H.P. gasoline engine with electric starter, alternator, battery and 6 gallon fuel tank. The system develops 2500 P.S.I.

A 30 H.P. gas and a 23 H.P. diesel engine are available.

Tank constructed of a 12 gauge steel shell and full section surge plates. Spill collar with 20" manhole with strainers and rollover protection meet HM-198A/HM 183 DOT hot asphalt requirements. Fiberglass 2" insulation covered with aluminum jacketing.

600, 800, 1000 Gallon capacities

Photos may contain optional equipment.

Designed for dependable and safe operation.
The Etnyre Maintenance Distributor’s features promise reliability and ease of operation.

Patented automatic suckback system and coaxial bar feed lines provide complete suckback of the circulating system. Includes all manual valves for loading, circulating in the tank, handspraying and unloading. Pump, valves, and circulating system are manufactured by Etnyre to minimize exposed lines, heat loss and sumps.

Heating system options provide a choice of either one or two flues and LPG, Fuel Oil or Kerosene Generating burners. Portable burners and outfire protection for LPG burners are also available.

Maintenance distributors offer either an 8’ or 10’ full circulating spray bar. All bars feature electric-hydraulic gang on/off controls and manual flip valve nozzle control every 4”. 10’ bars offer 2’ folding wings on each side with 1’ on each side removable and manual lift and wing fold. Additional 1’ add-on sections are also available for either spray bar.

Electric-hydraulic cab control for spray bar gang on-off from the cab is standard equipment with either bar. Spray bar on/off switch is provided in a control panel operated from the towing vehicle cab. The panel is provided with a 20’ electrical cord to reach the towing vehicle cab.

Hydraulic pump and high torque motor drive the Etnyre 200 GPM asphalt pump. The circulating system includes a manual suction valve, removable strainer and a 20 gallon flushing tank with line to asphalt pump. Built-in relief valve in system.

Versatile handspray attachment is standard equipment, allows greater efficiency on all maintenance jobs. For finishing intersections, patching, and surfacing in limited areas. Includes hand spray gun with triple lap 3 nozzle spray and 25’ of asphalt grade hose.
Ease of operation assures maximum efficiency and greater profitability year after year.

Request the following items for more information about the Etnyre Maintenance Distributor:
A-401- ** Maintenance Distributors Features
SMU-401- ** Specifications for Maintenance Distributors
V-401- ** Etnyre Maintenance Distributors Video

E. D. Etnyre & Co., whose policy is one of continuous improvement, reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Some items shown in photos and illustrations may be optional equipment.